Background {#Sec1}
==========

Intuitively, the pattern of tumor size changes is indicative of the therapeutic effects of novel anti-cancer regimens. Currently, tumor response and disease progression are based on Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors (RECIST) criteria, which were initially developed in the mid of 1990s (RECIST 1.0) to standardize and simplifies response criteria and then modified in 2009 (RECIST 1.1) in the context of cytotoxic treatments \[[@CR1]\]. Regulatory authorities accept RECIST as an appropriate guideline for these assessments. Tumor response assessments, e.g., tumor shrinkage (response) or growth (progressive disease), are categorized based on pre-specified thresholds and essentially only capture a snapshot from the entire tumor growth kinetics. For example, a partial response (PR) in target lesions requires at least a 30% decrease from baseline in the sum of diameters of target lesions while progressive disease (PD) requires at least a 20% increase in the sum of diameters of target lesions from the smallest sum on study (nadir). However, such use of tumor size measurements is far from efficient and oversimplifies the complex trajectory of tumor size kinetics.

The concerns over the appropriateness of RECIST in measuring treatment benefit and predicting long-term outcomes in the era of immunotherapy have led to some recent efforts in developing alternative efficacy endpoints based on continuous tumor size data collected over time. For example, continuous tumor measurement--based metrics have been explored in terms of the absolute or relative changes in tumor size \[[@CR2]--[@CR7]\], the averaged overall assessments \[[@CR8]\], and time to tumor growth using a mechanistic tumor growth model \[[@CR9]\]. These efforts mainly focus on evaluating if short-term (6, 8 or 12 weeks) tumor size kinetics are sufficiently predictive of Overall Survival (OS) such that they may be considered for alternative early-stage efficacy endpoints. For traditional chemotherapy and target therapy trials, it has been demonstrated tumor size changes are predictive of OS \[[@CR4]--[@CR12]\], but do not provide any predictive improvement over traditional RECIST response evaluation criteria (e.g. trichotomized response status) \[[@CR6]--[@CR8]\].

Despite the robust progress in the development of immunotherapies, additional intermediate endpoints may be needed to detect signals of early anti-tumor activity, prioritize compound development or combinations, and interpret early phase study results. With an increasingly competitive and dynamic immune-oncology space, advancing successful therapies and terminating unsuccessful therapies earlier is crucial. In early oncology drug development, RECIST-based Objective Response Rate (ORR) and Disease Control Rate (DCR), and Early Tumor Size Changes (ETSC) are commonly used as early efficacy metrics for early decision-making. The predictive value of these metrics has been demonstrated for traditional chemotherapy and target therapy trials \[[@CR4]--[@CR12]\]. However, for immunotherapy trials, it is unclear whether all these early efficacy metrics are still predictive of long-term clinical benefit \[[@CR13]\].

In the era of immunotherapy, it is recognized that the tumor size kinetics are not well captured using the same RECIST categories of tumor responses and disease progression. For example, immune checkpoint inhibitors have exhibited unusual response and progression kinetics, such as durable response, durable stable disease, "pseudo"-progression and/or delayed response. All these patterns are associated with favorable survival \[[@CR14], [@CR15]\]. Additionally, the immunotherapy treatment effects on Progression-Free Survival (PFS) are not reliable predictor of OS and survival benefit could be observed in the absence of PFS effect \[[@CR16]\]. The unique patterns of response, progression, and survival with immune checkpoint inhibitors in melanoma, lung cancer and other cancers lead to renewed interest in exploring novel intermediate endpoints to obtain an early signal of efficacy and assist in go/no-go decision making \[[@CR16], [@CR17]\]. Intuitively, given the atypical pattern of response in patients treated with immunotherapies, continuous tumor sizes measurement instead of RECIST categories may be more sensitive to the underlying dynamic patterns of tumor responses, and thus may be more likely to inform down-stream clinically meaningful events such as OS. While ETSC have been explored for chemo and target therapies \[[@CR18]--[@CR22]\], very few analysis results on ETSC are available based on large immunotherapy datasets.

In this paper, we investigated if ETSC as a continuous measurement and RECIST-based response status were predictive of long-term survival benefit in checkpoint blockade based immunotherapy studies in metastatic melanoma, evaluated if tumor size changes provided any predictive improvement over RECIST based efficacy metrics, and explored the optimal cut-off of ETSC with external validation. The goal is to identify appropriate early efficacy metrics that can be predictive of survival for immunotherapy trials.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Data {#Sec3}
----

In this analysis, we included 3 immunotherapy studies (Keytruda KEYNOTE-001, − 002, − 006) evaluating pembrolizumab in advanced melanoma tumors submitted to FDA as initial or supplemental Biologics License Applications for pembrolizumab in melanoma indication.

KEYNOTE-002 is a randomized, controlled, phase 2 clinical trial comparing two pembrolizumab doses with investigator-choice chemotherapy in patients with ipilimumab-refractory melanoma. Five hundred forty ipilimumab-treated patients were randomized in a 1:1:1 ratio to pembrolizumab 2 mg/kg (*n* = 180) or 10 mg/kg (*n* = 181) every 3 weeks or investigator-choice chemotherapy (*n* = 179). KEYNOTE-006 is a randomized, controlled, phase 3 study comparing two pembrolizumab doses with ipilimumab in patients with advanced melanoma. Eight hundred thirty four ipilimumab naïve patients with advanced melanoma were randomized in a 1:1:1 ratio to receive pembrolizumab (at a dose of 10 mg/kg) every 2 weeks (*n* = 279) or every 3 weeks (*n* = 277) or four doses of ipilimumab (at 3 mg/kg) every 3 weeks (*n* = 278). For KEYNOTE-002 and KEYNOTE-006, the primary endpoints were PFS (defined as the time from randomization to documented disease progression according to RECIST v1.1 by independent central review or death from any cause) and OS (defined as the time from randomization to death from any cause). Tumor assessments were done before starting study treatment (baseline), at week 12, every 6 weeks through to week 48, and every 12 weeks thereafter.

KEYNOTE-001 was a multicenter, open-label, phase Ib study of pembrolizumab for patients with advanced solid tumors, which included multiple melanoma expansion cohorts. There are 655 melanoma patients enrolled (135 from a nonrandomized cohort \[*n* = 87 ipilimumab naive; *n* = 48 ipilimumab treated\] and 520 from randomized cohorts \[*n* = 226 ipilimumab naive; *n* = 294 ipilimumab treated\]). Patients received pembrolizumab 10mg/kg every 2weeks, 10mg/kg every 3weeks, or 2mg/kg every 3weeks. Tumor response was assessed every 12 weeks by independent central review using RECIST v1.1.

Detailed eligibility criteria, initial or final study results for the above 3 studies were published previously \[[@CR23]--[@CR26]\]. These articles published in scientific journals are official outcome of these 3 melanoma studies. For this exploratory research, a later data cut-off date was used. All melanoma patients enrolled to the above 3 studies were included for the data analyses except those 179 patients randomized to the investigator-choice chemotherapy arm from KEYNOTE-002. Patients randomized to pembrolizumab 10mg/kg or 2mg/kg were pooled across doses due to lack of difference between these 2 doses. Tumor size measurement and/or RECIST evaluation may not be available at some time points due to disease progression, treatment discontinuation, death or other reasons; therefore, the number of patients to be included in each specific analysis is different. It is worth noting the target lesion measurement in these 3 studies differed from conventional RECIST 1.1 by allowing up to 10 target lesions and up to 5 per organ (RECIST 1.1 only requires up to 5 target lesions and up to 2 per organ).

Metrics {#Sec4}
-------

Two types of efficacy metrics were evaluated: ETSC and RECIST-based response metrics. Tumor size changes are the percentage changes from baseline in the sum of diameters of target lesions. RECIST-based trichotomized metric consists of three categories based on RECIST criteria: Partial Response/Complete Response (PR/CR) vs. Stable Disease (SD) vs. PD. In addition to the best tumor size changes and best response during the study, 3 different time points (Week 12, 18 and 24) were also evaluated for each metric. Patients without tumor assessment information at the landmark time points (with +/− 2 weeks window allowed) were excluded from time-point specific analysis.

Statistical methods {#Sec5}
-------------------

The Cox Proportional Hazard (PH) model was fit to assess the effect of tumor size changes and RECIST-based response status on OS, separately, adjusting for baseline tumor sizes which is an independent prognostic factor for overall survival in melanoma \[[@CR27]\]. Percentages of tumor size changes were fit as a continuous metric assuming a linear relationship between the log Hazard Ratio (HR) and percentages of tumor size changes. RECIST-based response status was fit as a categorical metric with 3 categories PR/CR vs. SD vs. PD. ETSC and RECIST-based trichotomized metrics at three different landmarks (12, 18 and 24 weeks) were explored to determine how early the efficacy metrics could be meaningful. To avoid length-time bias \[[@CR28]\], OS was re-calculated from the landmark time point instead of typical OS from post-randomization.

Based on the training datasets including all KEYNOTE-002 and -006 melanoma patients randomized to pembrolizumab or ipilimumab (while excluding patients randomized to the investigator-choice chemotherapy arm from KEYNOTE-002), the cut-off values for tumor size changes to predict survival outcome were explored via tree based recursive partitioning \[[@CR29]\]. Recursive partitioning is a nonparametric technique for prediction and classification. Bagged or bootstrapped \[[@CR30]\] cut-off values were obtained by averaging estimated cut-off values across 2000 bootstrap samples. Bootstrap provides a way to account for variations and leads to more accurate estimate than using observed data alone. Survival difference based on the chosen cutoff was tested using the validation datasets including KEYNOTE-001 melanoma patients treated with pembrolizumab. Log-rank test, Kaplan-Meier method and Cox PH model were used to assess the impact of the chosen cutoff on OS.

To derive the optimal cut-offs at the select time point, sensitivity analyses were also conducted to assess a range of cut-offs from 30% tumor reduction (− 30%) to 20% tumor increase (+ 20%) using validation datasets. The performance of different cutoffs was further evaluated via sensitivity, Positive Predictive Value (PPV), as well as specificity and Negative Predictive Value (NPV) \[[@CR31], [@CR32]\]. Here PPV is the probability of surviving additional time if ETSC is greater than certain cut-offs and it is an indication of sufficient anti-tumor activity that should translate into an overall survival benefit.

Evaluation criteria {#Sec6}
-------------------

The associations between each metric and survival were assessed through estimated HRs. Akaike information criteria (AIC) was used to measure and compare relative model fits \[[@CR33]\]. AIC deals with the trade-off between the goodness of fit of the model and the simplicity of the model. As a measure of relative quality of statistical models for a given set of data, the smaller the AIC value the better the model-fitting.

To determine how well a model/metric discriminates among patients with different outcomes, the c-index \[[@CR34]--[@CR36]\] was used to compare the relative predictive performance of each model/metric. The c-index in the context of survival considers all pairs of individuals. A pair is considered evaluable if one can determine which individual in the pair dies first. The index is the fraction of all evaluable pairs that are concordant. If the "predicted" survival time (probability) is larger for the patient who (actually) lived longer, the predictions for that pair are said to be concordant with the actual outcomes. The c-index ranges from 0.5 to 1.0 where 0.5 indicates no association and 1 indicates perfect association.

Results {#Sec7}
=======

Variation of tumor size changes {#Sec8}
-------------------------------

Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} and Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} summarize ETSC at Week 12 and best tumor size changes during the study. Best tumor size changes were greater than Week 12 tumor size changes. Tumor size changes in early line patients were greater than those in later line patients. The variation (standard deviations column in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} and Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}) of tumor size changes in early lines appeared to be smaller than those in later lines.Table 1Tumor size changes in melanoma patients (Ipilimumab-Naive melanoma (KEYNOTE-006))Number of Line of Therapy1L2L*n*MedianMeanStandard Deviation*n*MedianMeanStandard DeviationPembrolizumab arm % of Early Tumor Sizes Changes (\~Week 12)282−24.2−19.742.5152−9.1−9.047.2 Best % of Tumor Size Changes282−53.0−40.852.4152−36.3−29.157.8Ipilimumab arm % of Early Tumor Size Changes (\~ Week 12)1247.86.646.061−1.65.362.1 Best % of Tumor Size Changes124−6.5−7.056.261−9.7−6.870.2Table 2Tumor size changes in melanoma patients (Ipilimumab-refractory melanoma (KEYNOTE -002))Number of Prior Line of Therapy Received12 +(2L)(3L+)*n*MedianMeanStandard Deviation*n*MedianMeanStandard DeviationPembrolizumab arm % of Early Tumor Size Changes (\~Week 12)78−7.4−10.031.3200−0.1−2.443.1 Best % of Tumor Size Changes78−11.2−23.543.2200−9.4−16.053.5

RECIST-based response metric {#Sec9}
----------------------------

Best response rates were greater than early response rates and response rates in early line patients were greater than those in later line patients (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S1 and Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}: Table S2 in the Supplement). For example, for 1L patients receiving pembrolizumab from KEYNOTE-006, the early response rate (PR/CR) at Week 12 was 36% while the best response rate was 45% (third column in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S1). Along the same line of patients, the early SD rate at Week 12 was 26% while the best SD rate was 19% (third column in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S1); among those patients with early SD, 30% converted to PR later on. The PD rate at early time point (Week 12) appeared similar to that based on best trichotomized response status during the whole study period.

Comparison of different metrics at different time points {#Sec10}
--------------------------------------------------------

The comparisons of different metrics in terms of HR, c-index and AIC are shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} and Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Table S3 and Additional file [4](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"}: Table S4 in the supplement.Fig. 1c-index (95%CI) and AIC from Survival Models with OS Based on KEYNOTE-002 and -006. Lines correspond to c-index with 95% CI (leftside of Y axis); Triangles correspond to AIC (rightside of Y axis)

After adjusting for baseline tumor sizes, the continuous tumor size change metric and RECIST-based trichotomized response metric at different landmark time points were found to be statistically significantly associated with OS (lower bound of HR 95% CI greater than 1) (third and seventh columns in Additional file [4](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"}: Table S4 and Table S4). For example, for 1L patients receiving pembrolizumab from KEYNOTE-006, after adjusting for baseline tumor size, the HR (95%CI) of death for 10% tumor size increase at Week 12 was 1.16 (1.11, 1.20); the HR of death for patients who had PD over PR/CR at Week 12 was 8.41 (5.18, 13.64). The HRs at different landmark time points were greater than 1 with similar values for both tumor size change metric and RECIST-based metric. It is worth noting that analyses adjusting for additional prognostic factors (e.g., ECOG, LDH) were also explored and the results were very similar.

For 1L patients receiving pembrolizumab from KEYNOTE-006, the percentage of tumor size changes (across the different landmarks) appeared to have lower predictive values (c-index) than the RECIST-based trichotomized metric, while it showed similar and comparable predictive values for 2L patients receiving pembrolizumab (top panel in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}; fifth and ninth columns in Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Table S3 for pembrolizumab arm). For example, for 1L the c-index at Week 12 and 18 was 0.69 and 0.71 for tumor size change metric, respectively, and 0.76 and 0.76 for RECIST-based metric, respectively. For 2L the c-index at Week 12 and 18 was 0.78 and 0.75 for tumor size change metric, respectively, and 0.79 and 0.78 for RECIST-based metric, respectively.

For 1L patients receiving ipilimumab from KEYNOTE-006, the percentage of tumor size changes also appeared to have lower predictive values than the RECIST-based trichotomized metric across different time points (middle panel of Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}; fifth column in Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Table S3 for ipilimumab arm). For 2L patients, the analysis mainly focuses on early time point Week 12 due to relatively small sample size at later time points. It showed relatively comparable predictive values for 2L patients for both metrics at Week 12 (middle panel of Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}; ninth column in Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Table S3 for ipilimumab arm).

For previously heavily treated KEYNOTE-002 patients randomized to pembrolizumab arm, the percentage of tumor size changes showed similar or slightly lower predictive values than the RECIST-based trichotomized metric (bottom panel of Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}; fifth and ninth columns in Additional file [4](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"}: Table S4).

It appears the predictive values were not lower at the Week 12 and 18 landmarks than those at the Week 24 time point for both tumor size change metric and RECIST-based trichotomized metric barring cases with small sample size (e.g., Week 24 in patients with 1 prior therapy in KEYNOTE-002) (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}; fifth and ninth columns in Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Table S3 and Additional file [4](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"}: Table S4). For example, for 2L patients receiving pembrolizumab from KEYNOTE-006, the c-index for tumor size changes at Week 12, 18 and 24 was 0.78, 0.75 and 0.72, respectively; the c-index for RECIST-based trichotomized metric at Week 12, 18 and 24 was 0.79, 0.78 and 0.76, respectively.

The AIC values from continuous tumor size change metric tended to be smaller at all different time points than those from categorical RECIST-based trichotomized metric (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}; fourth and eighth columns in Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Table S3 and Additional file [4](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"}: Table S4).

Cut-off for early tumor size changes {#Sec11}
------------------------------------

Recursive partitioning analyses based on either the observed data or bootstrapping suggest that a − 8% change from baseline in tumor size changes at Week 12 may predict survival outcomes. The cutoffs were similar between pooling just pembrolizumab subjects and pooling pembrolizumab and ipilimumab. Additional file [5](#MOESM5){ref-type="media"}: Figure S1 in the Supplement shows the survival curves of training datasets based on the cut-off of − 8% tumor size changes at Week 12. The c-indices based on the cut-off values for tumor size changes at other time points (Week 18 and 24) were smaller than 0.73 at Week 12, suggesting Week 12 landmark may be more predictive.

The survival curves of validation datasets (KEYNOTE-001 Melanoma patients) based on the cut-off of − 8% tumor size changes as Week 12 are in Additional file [6](#MOESM6){ref-type="media"}: Figure S2 in the Supplement. There was statistically significant difference (*p* \< 0.0001) in terms of OS from Week 12 between patients with ETSC ≤ − 8% and those \> − 8%. The HR (95% CI) of death for patients with ETSC ≤ − 8% over \> − 8% at Week 12 was 0.290 (0.218, 0.385). The 12 month OS (95% CI) estimate from Week 12 for patients with tumor size changes ≤ − 8% and \> − 8% was 87% (83, 91%) and 55% (48, 62%), respectively.

Sensitivity analysis based on a range of cut-offs (− 30%, − 20%, − 10%, − 8%, 0%, + 10% and + 20%) using validation datasets shows that c-index is similar for cutoffs with 8 to 30% reduction range (− 8% to − 30% tumor size changes), but relatively lower for other cut-offs (Additional file [7](#MOESM7){ref-type="media"}: Figure S3 in the Supplement). Therefore, we rounded up to 10% tumor reduction as an optimal cut-off. It is worth noting c-index is similar to all cut-offs if baseline tumor sizes are adjusted. Additionally, c-index also tends to be higher.

A "≥10% reduction (tumor size changes ≤-10%)" can be broken down into "10% to 30% reduction" and "≥30% reduction" which corresponds to partial response for target lesions per RECIST. Among 252 patients with ≥10% tumor reduction from validation datasets, 73 and 179 patients had 10% to 30% and ≥ 30% tumor reduction, respectively. Left panel of Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the survival curves with 10% cut-off and the right panel shows survival curves with two cutoffs of 10% and 30% tumor reduction. There was statistically significant difference (*p* \< 0.0001) in terms of OS from Week 12 between patients with tumor size changes \> − 10% and ≤ − 10% groups, as well as among \> − 10%, − 10% to − 30% and ≤ − 30% groups. It is worth noting the following from validation datasets: approximately 50% of those patients with 10% to 30% tumor reduction had a RECIST PR; 85% of those patents with at least 30% reduction had a RECIST PR; and only 4% of those without a \> 10% tumor reduction had a RECIST PR later.Fig. 2Overall Survival Curves Based on Validation Datasets (KEYNOTE-001 Melanoma Patients). Left panel shows the survival curves with 10% cut-off and the right panel shows survival curves with two cutoffs of 10 and 30% tumor reduction

Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} shows sensitivity and PPV for surviving additional 1, 2 and 3 years from Week 12 under 3 different cut-offs (− 10%, − 30%, + 20%). The PPV decreases over time, while the sensitivity increases over time under all three different cut-offs. Tumor size changes of − 10% as cut-off appears to have a much higher sensitivity (e.g., 71.2% at 2 years) than tumor size changes of − 30% as cut-off (e.g., 55.3% at 2 years), maintaining a reasonable prediction of survival at all time points (fifth column in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). Tumor size changes of + 20% as cut-off which corresponds to DCR cut-off for target lesions per RECIST, appears to have a very high sensitivity value at all time points (second column in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}), but the PPV (third column in Table 3) is low compared to 2 other cut-offs. Specificity and NPVs are listed in Additional file [8](#MOESM8){ref-type="media"}: Table S5 in the Supplement.Table 3Sensitivity and positive predictive value with different tumor size change cut-offsSurvive Additional t (years) from Week 12+ 20%−10%−30%SensitivityPPVSensitivity^a^PPV^b^SensitivityPPV192.7%82.6%65.4%87.1%48.6%91.0%293.8%66.2%71.2%75.6%55.3%82.8%394.9%57.6%76.0%69.1%60.8%77.7%^a^Sensitivity: Prob (tumor size change "\<= −10%" at Week 12 given surviving additional t years)^b^Positive Predictive Value (PPV): Prob(survive additional t years given tumor size change "\<= − 10%" at Week 12)

Furthermore, we explored the optimal cut-off via non-parametric kernel density classification method \[[@CR37]\]. The results also suggest an approximate − 10% change from baseline at Week 12 may predict survival outcomes.

Discussions {#Sec12}
===========

Due to the unique response pattern of immunotherapeutic agents, there is a need to further explore intermediate endpoints that would better serve as a surrogate endpoint for OS in assessing the clinical benefit and accelerate the drug approval process. We explored if ETSC and early response status were predictive of long-term survival benefit based on 3 melanoma studies with over 1800 patients receiving immunotherapeutic agents.

Our analyses showed tumor size changes were predictive of survival and early tumor size changes (e.g., Week 12) appeared to have reasonable predictive value than other later time points for immunotherapy trials. However, in agreement with earlier research in traditional chemotherapy and target therapy trials, these metrics do not provide any predictive improvement over traditional RECIST response evaluation criteria for immunotherapy trials. The application of the tumor size change cut-off derived from training datasets to validation datasets is successful. This provides evidence not only for the feasibility of the application to other future trials but also the importance of the choice of early time points. Approximately 10% tumor shrinkage for target lesions at an earlier time point (e.g., Week 12) may be a reasonable efficacy screening cut-off while RECIST-based efficacy metrics remains the primary tool, especially for trials with patients in later line of therapies (e.g., 2L+) and when an early decision is desirable. In practice, later time point landmark analysis has limited utility for early efficacy signal detection due to longer follow up time requirement, and relatively smaller and selected patient population at later time points. Under the situation when patient enrollment is fast, early landmark analysis is especially useful for early decision-making and may help program planning and speed up development to get to market earlier. The c-index is a measure of accuracy and serves to ascertain the predictive ability of a given model/metric. However, it is important to note the discriminatory ability of one or more factors for a given outcome depends strictly on the clinical/biology context being considered, as well as on the structure of the model being tested.

Alternative cut-offs have been explored in cancers treated with chemo and target therapies \[[@CR16], [@CR18]--[@CR22]\]. Krajewski et al. \[[@CR18], [@CR19]\] identified and validated a 10% tumor shrinkage as a reliable early predictor of OS with a total of 133 mRCC patients receiving VEGF-targeted therapies. Sakamaki et al. \[[@CR20]\] suggested a time point of 8 weeks and a cut-off value of 20% are optimal criteria for defining early tumor changes based on 67 patients with metastatic colorectal cancer treated with first-line chemotherapy. Luo et al. and Lamarca et al. \[[@CR21], [@CR22]\] identified a 10% tumor reduction to predict progression-free survival based on 33 patients with NETs treated with SSA, and 237 patients with advanced pancreatic neuroendocrine tumors treated with sunitinib, respectively. Based on over 1800 melanoma patients receiving immunotherapeutic agents from 3 studies, we separated data into training and validation datasets. Our analysis suggest 10% tumor reduction at Week 12 may be a reasonable cutoff to be predictive of OS and patients with more than 10% reduction at Week 12 tend to have a longer survival, as well as higher chance of achieving RECIST PR/CR. Compared to the traditional 30% reduction cut-off, 10% reduction as cut-off appears to have higher sensitivity. While the PPV of OS seems higher using traditional 30% reduction cut-off, patients with tumor reduction between 10 and 30% still have good chance of achieving PR/CR and longer survival time. Therefore, it may not be necessary to use a stringent cutoff to serve as early efficacy signal detection. Compared to 20% increase as cut-off, 10% reduction as cut-off appears to have a high specificity and high PPV of OS. Ten percent tumor reduction, which is between 30% tumor reduction for PR/CR and 20% tumor increase for PD, may be the sweet spot to be predictive of OS, also maintaining reasonable sensitivity and specificity.

While 10% reduction at week 12 may be a reasonable efficacy screen cut-off from the perspective of early decision-making and program planning in drug development, patients should be encouraged to stay on treatment until disease progression in case of less than 10% reduction after 12 weeks. Because of the possibility of immunotherapy-related flare, patients who show initial radiographic progression, if they are clinically stable, may continue on treatment at the discretion of the investigator.

ETSC and RECIST-based trichotomized response status should be considered in go/no-go decision process for immunotherapy trials. Based on 3 studies we analyzed, 72% of those patents with more than 10% reduction at Week 12 achieved a RECIST PR/CR, while only 6% of those without a 10% tumor reduction at Week 12 had a RECIST PR later. Approximately 10% tumor reduction may help identify more potential responders, critical for early decision-making process, program planning and design of late-stage trials. Advancing promising therapies earlier is crucial especially within the highly competitive immune-oncology space. ORR and DCR are simple, but the predictive value may decrease with the number of prior therapies. By considering certain amount of tumor reduction (e.g., 10 to 30%) also leads to PR/CR later on and is related with longer survival, composite response rate which takes SD as partially positive outcome and utilize different weights (or utility) for PR/CR and SD, may be of value for go/no-go early decision as well. For example, while a PR/CR is worth a full weight of 1, SD may be worth a partial weight of 0.5 given that approximately half of the patients had a PR later based on 3 studies we analyzed. The optimal weighting strategy that best predicts OS is a research topic beyond of the scope of this paper.

Our analysis has strengths such as the fact that all these 3 studies have long-term survival data, in addition to the quality-assurance of these data for drug registration purpose. Our recommended 10% tumor reduction cutoff is based on separate training and validation datasets, and also validated by different statistical classification approaches. One limitation of our study was inclusion of only one tumor type. Whether our findings in melanoma patients can be generalized to other cancer types should also be explored. Second, our findings are associated with checkpoint blockade based immunotherapy (e.g., pembrolizumab, ipilimumab). Other types of immunotherapy (e.g., oncolytic viruses) may have different treatment response pattern. Therefore, our findings specifically apply to checkpoint blockade based immunotherapy in metastatic melanoma and whether they can be generalized to other immunotherapies is unknown. Another limitation of this research (same as other research using continuous tumor size as the early efficacy metric) is that the early efficacy metrics would only include the numerical values from the size of the target lesions but it would not include data such as response of the non-target lesions or the appearance of new lesions. Further research into other methods that potentially address the whole tumor burden including target, non-target lesion and new lesions should be investigated to better account for therapeutic effects on long-term survival that may be observed in immunotherapy trials.
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